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ABSTRACT

Artificial light measurements can be carried out with the goal of verification of the lighting designed using the
computer models used in designing, if the workplace is already arranged.  This paper deals with the principles and
gained results of the intensity of artificial lighting in an average office.  Gained results are confronted with values of
the computer program DIALux used in designing the lighting of work places. The results are compared with the
results given by technical standards and legal regulations. The real result of the measurement is gained not only by
meeting the limited values, but also by right arrangement of work tables.  However, the most important thing is the
work comfort of employees. Optical performance determines labor productivity with all its economic outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION

About 75-90% of all information are received by eyesight, therefore we must create excellent conditions for our
visual work and comfort, using technical devices. By a visual comfort we mean a psycho-physiological state, where
sight optimally carries out its functions and one has a feeling of not only perfect eye-sight but a mental comfort, as
well. This state however, is related to spatial and color arrangement of the work place (SIEA, 2012).

Artificial light was created as a replacement for a day light in the time without day light and has developed into an
independent category of lighting with specific features and functions. A feature characteristic for artificial light is its
continuousness during the day and also during the year. The spectral structure of this lighting depends on the source
and in spite of the construction progress, this structure differs from the one of the daylight. One of the advantages of
the artificial light is the fact that we can arbitrarily light whichever part of the room with the arbitrary amount and
quality of the light needed. The most important demand on the artificial light is providing good visual conditions on
working level depending on the difficulty of visual work. 

Visual discomfort leads to sight damage and therefore sight enervation and also disturbs the overall wellness, mood
and productivity of a person (Fišerová and Hrinko, 2012), (Habel a kol., 1995). It depends on the lighting of the
space, objects and a workplace. The quality of lighting is conditioned by:

- sufficient amount of solar energy 

- proper space and time division
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- proper color arrangements (Halonen, 1993)

Measurement Method 

To  evaluate  the  influence  of  artificial  light  on  human  health  the  photometric  quantities  were  learned  by
measurements. The intensity of lighting was measured in Luxes (Lx).  The luminous intensity (E) is defined as
a quotient of luminous flux (Δɸ ) falling on the plane  and the area  (ΔS ). 

E=
Δɸ
ΔS

,             (1)

Where 

E- Luminous intensity [lx] 

Δɸ - Luminous flux [lm]

ΔS – the area of fallen luminous flux [m2].

Illumination of the plane gets smaller with the distance from the light source getting longer. It is also dependent on
the incidence angle.  The plane on which the rays fall perpendicularly is illuminated the most.  If the rays are parallel
with the plane the illumination is zero.  For the illumination by spot lighting photometric equation is in order: 

E=
I

r 2
∙cos α ,      (2)

Where

I – intensity [lm],

r - distance from the light source [m],

α – incidence angle of the rays 

Practically, illumination intensity is the most important photometric quantity (Novotný, 2007).

Measurement area characteristics

The orientation of the measured area was north-eastern, other data are to be found in Table 1.

Table 1:  The lighting set (Neoveský, 2009).

Office area characteristics

Walls Ceiling Floor

color :                  white color:                  white color:                  brown
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material:             plaster material:            plaster material: laminated plastic

Surface state:     clear Surface state:     clear Surface state: clear

Lighting set characteristics

Day light set: 1 window 800 x 1100 mm

Artificial light set:

4 pieces of light fitting Number of luminous sources in each 
light fitting: 4 pieces

Type of source: OMS Classic T8 PAR

Luminous source input: 18 W

Light fitting arrangement: periodic, symmetric

For the measurement process and light simulation we had chosen a representative office work place for 4 clerical
employees. They use computing devices daily. Working with these takes up approximately 50% of their working
hours.

Real quality measurement was carried out:

-  by multimeter DT-8820 (Figure 1). The measurement was exact, as the instrument error granted by the producer is
±2 %. 

Figure 1. Instrument DT-8820 used in measurements (CEM DT-8820, 2012)

- The outcomes were compared by computer simulations by the DIALux software (Illumination designed can be
seen in Figure 2)

Measurement results

Two measurements were carried out (Table 2) in March. First at 6:23 PM and the second at 7:35 PM, as DST shift
was in order. Objectification goal was to learn the present state of the workplace. Illumination was measured in the
net of chosen control points. The height of the comparative plane was 0,85 m above the floor. The gaps between
measurement points were 0,5 – 2 m and the distance of the edge point was 1 m from the wall (Figure 3). Other
control points had been arranged equally at a density which allowed us to map the area course, illumination change
and the places with the highest/lowest illumination intensity sufficiently (Škvařil, 2004), (STN EN 12464-1, 2012).
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Figure 2. Outcomes from computer simulations by the DIALux software (Neoveský, 2009)
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Figure 3. Control point net (Neoveský, 2009)

Table 2: External measurement conditions (Neoveský, 2009)

Measurement no. Heat  [oC ] Beginning of the
measurement 

Measurement date 

1 23,5 6:23 PM 03/12/2009

2 23,5 7:35 PM 03/30/2009

Each control point was measured three times. In Table 3 is average of these measurements. There are aslo present
the  values  obtained  in  the  particular  control  point  of  computer  simulation  by  DIAL-ux.  Before  starting  the
measurements luminous flux was stabilized. It is stable, when the measure light value after several minutes 3 times
in sequence does not show systematic changes. The minimum period of stabilization of luminous flux for light bulbs
and discharge powers is consider time 20 minutes (Neoveský, 2009).

Table 3: Average measured value results of artificial lighting and DIALux output (Neoveský, 2009)

Measurem
ent no. 

Ep1

[lx]

Ep2

[lx]

EDIALux

[lx]

1 506 495 420

2 541 537 448

3 527 530 439

4 477 469 419

5 569 559 541

6 565 555 577

7 561 559 208

8 535 538 540

9 559 559 645

10 590 591 693

11 601 593 691

12 547 537 644

13 564 558 556

14 605 604 597
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15 602 604 596

16 558 569 555

17 471 460 436

18 510 512 468

19 514 509 468

20 451 465 434

r*- Illumination evenness (dimensionless quantity)

The average  value of  lighting was determined  as  an arithmetic  mean of  all  measured  values  of  total  (En) and
gradatory horizontal illumination in the whole area or its part, or the combined illumination on the comparative
plane (MH SR 541/2007 Z.z., 2007).

E=

∑
i=1

n

En

n
,
                         (3)

Illumination evenness at artificial lighting was determined as a ratio of minimal and average value of illumination
(Rybár, 2012).

r = 
Emin

E
,                        (4)

In the Table 4 we will find parameter values of artificial ligh and measurement uncertainty    (U = ± 8 %) for each
functional part of the operation and limitary values determined by legal framework (Rybár, 2012), (ČSN36 0011-3,
2006)

Table 4: Results of the measurements of artificial lighting and limitary values.

E

[lx]

U

[%]

E- U

[lx]

E+ U

[lx]

Emi
n

[lx]

r

[-]

Required limitary value of 

Illumination [lx] Illumination evenness

task task
environme

nt

task task 
environment

541 43 497 584 469 0,83 500 500 ≥ 0,7 ≥ 0,5

Discussion

Average illumination values gained by calculation were modified by the extended uncertainty interval ±U and were
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compared to area illumination requirements according to the type of area due to STN EN 12464-1 Light and lighting
– illumination of work places.

Part 1: Internal work places

As far as meeting the law regulations, the rules are as follows: 

a) If the learned values including the extended uncertainty interval (±U) is above the required limits, it is 
considered to be a satisfactory state.

b) If the value including the interval below the limits, it is considered to be an unsatisfactory state. 
c) If the value is above the limit and the bottom edge of extended uncertainty interval is below the limit, we 

cannot claim this is a satisfactory state.
d) If the value is below the limit but the top edge of extended uncertainty interval is above the limit, we cannot

claim this is an unsatisfactory state (STN EN 13032-3, 2009), (STN EN 12464-1, 2012).

Comparing the results and limitary values, we cannot claim that the state of the office while using artificial light is
satisfactory,  however  the  evenness  of  the  illumination  meets  the  limiting  requirements.  As  far  as considering
particular control points coming under employee´s work responsibilities, the limitary requirements have been met.
Violation of the limitary requirements in measuring have been learned in the points 4,17 and 20 (without cancelling
uncertainty), where  however, no visual tasks for employees took place. This fact may be documented by the output
from a computer simulation with isolines (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Final illumination with isolines

Figure 5 and 6 contain graphic explanation of the values gained by measurements and computer simulations in the
net of control points for 1st and 2nd measuring.

                               Legenda: Measured average intensity of illumination [lx] – 541                         scale
1 : 45

                                             Suggested intensity of illumination by DIALux [lx] – 555  

Figure 5. Comparison of the measured intensity and suggested intensity of illumination for 1st
measurement.
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                              Legenda: Measured average intensity of illumination [lx] – 537                         scale
1 : 45

                                            Suggested intensity of illumination by DIALux [lx] – 555  

Figure 6. Comparison of the measured intensity and the suggested intensity of Illumination for the 2nd
measuring.

We might as well evaluate the computer software DIALux. It is mostly used with illumination design. Its advantages
and disadvantages can be seen in the Table 5 below. 

Table 5. Advantages and disadvantages of DIALux (DIAL GmbH, 2008)

Advantages Disadvantages

 Freeware, easy to operate, available in 26 languages Unavailability of  local language manuals

Frequently updated and supplemented by the latest norms. Necessity of basic CAD program knowledge.

Able  to import and export projects from/to CAD programs

Possibility of making films for presentations

Results and values are generated into an output protocol

Measures to be applied for improving office lighting: 

 Regular cleaning of the light fittings due to the maintenance plan
 Providing proper lighting for visual work 
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 Increase the input of the light fittings used

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the computer simulation accuracy with real  measurements and compares the results to the
values given by Slovak law regulations. This analysis carried out in office pointed out some deficiencies in artificial
light in the work place. Regardless of these facts, we can claim that the limitary conditions of illumination for visual
work have been met and additional local lighting is a sufficient solution. 

Regarding  the  computer  simulation  using  DIALux,  it  is  certified  that  it  is  a proper  and  accurate  device  for
illumination design. 
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